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Flushing, Queens is home to the historic sport landmark nike flyknit racer multicolor  known as the U.S.
Open, where the world s best clash at Arthur Ashe for Grand Slam glory. To kick off the 2012 US Open
in high fashion, Nike will release a super-limited version of the Nike Zoom Vapor Tour 9 (Roger Federer
s signature model) in an area-specific colorway of royal blue and orange the colors of the New York
Mets MLB franchise that takes the field just across the street from the US Open. Federer will be wearing
the Navy/Red colorway of the Vapor Tour 9 (featured as part of the Nike Tennis New York Collection)
throughout the tournament, but will he switch things up to the Blue/Orange NYC if he reaches the final?
Along with this special Hyperstrike colorway is the classic Nike NYC logo on the tongue as well as on the
insole of the shoe to complete the regional vibe. 

What sort of special goodies will Nike have in store for us gear-heads now that the Swoosh is the official
outfitter of the grid-iron sport? A small taste of the potential is this Player Exclusive of nike flyknit racer
for sale  the Nike
Alpha Talon Elite made for one of the most trending names in sports Tim Tebow; the back-up
Quarterback for the New York Jets gets the special treatment with Nike s high-tech on-field Alpha Talon
Elite with a new PE logo, shaped like a Cross and designed similarly to a massive sword, on the tongue
and the insole of the shoe. The 
nike flyknit racer womens
Alpha Talon Elite Tim Tebow PE will release in limited quantities in both mens and kids sizes, so check
out the detailed angles and stay tuned to Sneaker News for more updates on Nike s footwear and
apparel specialties for the NFL! 

When it comes to the current retro treatment the the Nike Air Max Pillar is undergoing there s no doubt
that that first volt colored pair had the most buzz going, but keep in mind that that s far from the extent of
what Nike Sportswear has to offer for the return of this chunky trainer. Keeping things up as September
rolls around is this black and sport red pair, one that reverses the colorblocking of the already dropped
Pine Green to let the black nike flyknit air max multicolor  play a bigger role. Click through with us to
check out the sneaker in its entirety and let us know if they ll make their way into your Nike Air Max Pillar
collection come the September 15th release date. 

One of the more senior members of the Nike Basketball club is the age-old Bruin, set to arrive in
December in this VNTG -styled release. While we ve seen plenty of Bruins release in this manner, a
closer look reveals a unique quilted diamond upper of sorts with stitched banner stripes just below the
belly of the Swoosh. This VNTG release is is currently open for pre-order at luisaviaroma, but could this
point to more Nike Sportswear renditions of the Bruin for Fall/Holiday? Check out the extra angles of this
classic below and let us know what you think. 

The Nike LeBron X headlines kicked off with the first detailed look at the Black/Pink/Orange colorway
dubbed the Floridians for its color-matched composition with the Heat s throwback uniforms. It appears
that a Home -based version will be floatin aruond as well as we get a first look at the Floridians with a
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white-based Hyperfuse shell that features the same Orange/Pink trim as the Away counterpart. For
those who pay attention to detail, you can notice the Dynamic Flywire cables beneath the Hyperfuse
diamond cut-outs on the upper. We ll keep you updated regarding a release (or if these Floridians joints
are just a PE set for LeBron), so keep it in tune to Sneaker News and we ll keep you on top of all the
LeBron X news. 

Perhaps Foamposites are getting a bit too color-happy with the Pearlized Pink and Electrolime nike
flyknit air max running shoes
varieties, but later this year Nike Sportswear is going back to dark and gritty with the release of the Nike
Air Foamposite One Stealth . Sneaker News was first to show you this colorway back in April, but here
we have another look at this purported Holiday 2012 release; it combines a tonal black upper with
Stealth Grey hints and a translucent outsole, somewhat akin to the Blackout Foamposites that have
been skyrocketing in price lately. Are you happy that Foams are getting back to their darker-colored
roots, or would you like to see more you like to see more experimentation with colorways and graphics?
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